Different sets of research mainly focus on one variable time series now, while researches involving multivariate time series have been insufficient. In this paper, combined linear segments and fitting error for multivariate time series, we present a new method to reduce the time complexity of DTW distance metric algorithm. Based on the shape feature and the tilt angle, we propose a new approach for similarity matching of DTW multivariate time series. Experimental results demonstrate that this method is helpful for ensuring accuracy and for reducing the time complexity of similarity matching.
Introduction
Currently, time series are widely used in economics, management, computers, mathematics, electronics and many other interdisciplinary researches [1] . The study about time series has been developed rapidly since 1990. Time series similarity search is used to research clustering, classification, pattern matching, rule discovery, content anomaly detection and many other aspects etc. Time series similarity is a fundamental problem of time series data mining [2] , and its research mainly covers: how to judge the similarity of different time series, how to measure the degree of similarity, and how to find the most-like time sequences.
Time series is a series of recorded values in chronological order. This kind of data is quite common in our life, such as transactions data in stock industry, the vehicles' running state data produced during driving, statistics data of clicking times on webpages, the description data of human body posture matching the postural action, and measurement data of planetary motion trajectory in astronomy industry [1] .
Time series analysis is mainly used to extract meaningful statistics and other characteristics of the data, or in other words, to extract the potentially useful information from time series [3] . For example, timing data of power system loading contains plentiful information about characteristics of the power load, and stock timing data contains laws of stock price fluctuation etc. Time series mining is of significant value. It can help people understand the information implied in time series and support people to make the right decision. However, current studies are mostly limited to one variable time series and the results sometimes may have deviation from the real situation. There are many studies on one variable time series, and mature theories and methods in this area have gradually formed. Multivariate time series are composed of several different data vectors [4] , and its structure is more complex than one variable. Up to now, the theories and methods to study the multivariate time series are not well developed. However, the study of multivariate time series is more meaningful for many practical applications. For example, when we evaluate the weather conditions of a place, we need to considerate the temperature, pressure, humidity, and other factors to get more reliable results.
In recent years, with growth of massive information and data, more and more multivariate time series were produced. How to extract potential information from these multivariate time series has gradually attracted the attention of scholars. There are various variables in multivariate time series and they normally work together. If we only consider one variable at a time, we may loss valid information. In addition, for the same time period, multivariate time series data sets tend to occupy a larger space than one variable data set. Even after some dimension reduction process, they still take up very large storage space. Thus, data processing of multivariate time series needs an efficient data representation method. This method should focus on two aspects: pattern representation and similarity matching.
Related work
Pattern representation indicates some kind of changing features, which can summarize and represent the time series. Pattern representation may be the slope after time series is segmented, the mean or variance of the sampling points during a period of time, the symbol representation after discretization, or some function representation [5] . Compared with the original time series, the time series through pattern extraction can be manifested in a more concise form, which can effectively avoid the phenomena of "Curse of Dimensionality". Currently, the typical pattern representation is Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [6] , Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [7] , Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [8, 9] , and Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [10] etc. Among them, PAA can approximate the time series best, and it is simple, intuitive, and efficient [11] . Time series pattern representation is the basis of time series similarity matching research, while similarity matching is the core of their research. The similarity of two time series refers to: two time series are transformed, then calculated the values with similarity function, if the values satisfy stipulated error threshold, we think that the two time series under the condition of this kind of transformation are similar to each other. Although similarity matching has been studied as a key object, there still exist many unsolved difficult problems. For many current algorithms, the experimental results showed that they made a great improvement in operation efficiency. However, these improvements still have many limitations, if the parameters of the experiments are modified slightly, the results will be changed greatly. Currently, the common methods of multivariate time series similarity matching are Minkowski Distance [12] , Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [13, 14] , Edit Distance [15] [16] [17] , and Longest Common Subseries (LCS) etc. [17] [18] [19] .
In similarity matching, DTW distance was first introduced by Berndt and Clifford to time series mining [20] . It could match the time series of equal or unequal length at the same time, support their stretching and bending on the time axis, and identify matching sequence effectively. In the traditional research, people usually changed multivariate time series into the one variable time series, and then calculated DTW distance of each variable directly and independently by making use of the methods achieved in the one variable time series studies. This had been used in many studies of multivariate time series. However, there are different relevant relationships among multivariate time series [21] , which can provide more information for multivariate time series similarity matching and help us to improve the accuracy of similarity matching.
In [22] , the authors use the Trend Distance (TD) approach based on DTW distance to measure time series. The method was proposed to fit time series by the firstorder polynomial of Chebyshev and used TD method to measure the similarity simultaneously. A first order polynomial of Chebyshev is more suitable for one variable time series, but for multivariate time series, it is much more complex to fit. Moreover, since TD method selected different parameters, the accuracy rate is also quite different in their similarity. In view of this situation, we use a more simple method which combines PAA piecewise linear representation and fitting errors methods to extract pattern features (Piecewise Aggregate Approximation and Error, PAA_ERR), and then select the "tilt angle" and "shape feature value" of each segment which is produced by PAA_ERR method in a variable as the feature representation of the segment, finally, we propose a new similar measure method based on shape feature and inclination angle (Shape and Angle Dynamic Time Warping, SA_DTW) to measure the DTW distance between two time series to match their similarity.
Related concepts and theories
Definition 1 (time series) A time series, in a statistical perspective, refers to different samples values of certain index in the timeline. In a mathematics perspective, it is a series of record values by measuring a certain variable X (t) according to the time sequence. In a broad sense, it means the attribute values during a period of time. Similarly, multivariate time series means time series with multiple variables, based on the previous concept. For Multivariate time series
, the given series is a univariate time series (UTS) and if M > 1, it's a multivariate time series(MTS). We assume that there is a multivariate time series A which contains m variables, and the length of the time series is n, then it can be expressed as a matrix form of m × n:
A ¼ " a 11 ; a 12 ; a 13 ; ⋯; a 1n a 21 ; a 22 ; a 23 ; ⋯; a 2n ⋮ a m1 ; a m2 ; a m3 ; ⋯; a mn # ð1Þ Definition 2 (MTS' piecewise line representation) Suppose that there is a multivariate time series A in formula 1, then its piecewise linear representation can be defined as follows:
Where W ij denotes the coordinate of two endpoints of the i-th variable from t k-1 to t k , the j-th segment. f i (t) denotes the W ij linear function linking the starting and ending point of the i-th variable from t k-1 to t k . e i (t) denotes the fitting error between the original time series and the new fitting segment from t k-1 to t k .
Definition 3 (the fitting error of MTS' piecewise line representation), We assume that there is an MTS A in the formula (1) and let d 1 , d 2 ,…, d j denotes the vertical distance from j observations in the original time series to fitting line segment. Then the fitting error of the segments for variable i can be represented by the following formula:
Where i = 1, 2, …, m, and it indicates a total of m variables. The calculation principle of fitting error is shown in Fig. 1 .
Where | EF | is the length of the line fitting error of each segment. For a segment of all variables, the sum of the fitting error on all variables of multivariate time series is as follow: e total ¼ X m i¼1 e i ; where e total denotes a total fitting error of all the variables in a segment.
Definition 4 (Dynamic time warping distance [23] ) It is also called DTW distance. Assuming two time series A = (a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a m ),B = (b 1 ,b 2 ,…,b n ), then the DTW distance formula of the two time series is as follows:
DTW algorithm is to use the classic dynamic programming to find an optimal path with a minimum cost of bending, and the time complexity is Ο(|A| ⋅ |B|). In brief, it is to find the shortest path by constructing an adjacency matrix. The cumulative distance calculated by DTW distance method is shown in Table 1: In the above 
Multivariate time series model representation
From the TD method of Lee et al., we can see that when the weight values corresponding to the appropriate tilt angle and the time maintaining length were changed, the accuracy rate would be changed significantly. Particularly when the value of tilt angle was 0, the value of time maintaining length was 1, then the accuracy rate was only 0.27, which indicated the time maintaining length might not distinguish differences and similarities of the time series very well. Therefore, in order to reduce the time complexity, to make the measurement more accurate and to make the calculation more efficient, we combined PAA with fitting error to divide the multivariate time series into several segments. Then, on the basis of each tilt angle, we extracted the value of tilt angle and shape feature as pattern representations of the segments. PAA method is a classic representation of time series, which is able to extract the relatively independent pattern based on morphological changes. The more segments, the higher segmentation accuracy will be. On the contrary, the less segments, the lower segmentation accuracy. In addition, PAA method is capable of data abstraction and noise filtering. Meanwhile, after the combination of PAA and fitting error, it can further screen segments of larger deviation, getting more detailed segmentation. And more importantly, fitting error can combine all the variables of time series, considering the overall situation, which can effectively prevent the loss of information, and further filter noise data.
PAA_ERR: the segmentation method to multivariate time series
When we use the PAA_ERR method on the multivariate time series, we take all the variables as a whole into consideration, that is, we use PAA to divide all variables into segments, if the value of overall fitting error e total of a segment is greater than the threshold value on all the variables, then reprocess the segment, until the e total is less than threshold value.
The steps of this algorithm are as follows:
Assume that time series MTS processed by PAA_ERR can be divided into s segments, then the linear representation of these multivariate time series after processing can be denoted as L(MTS) = {L(x i1 , x i2 ), L(x i2 , x i3 ), …, L(x ik-1 ,x ik ),i∈ [1,m] ,k∈[1,s]}, where i represents a variable of the segmentation, where x ik represents the record value of the time series, L(x ik-1 ,x ik ) represents a straight line connecting two points.
The shape feature representation of multivariate time series
In similarity query process, there are two situations needed to be carefully considered: the first is that if there exist "zooming in" or "zooming out" modes similar to the given mode when checking the time series, namely, similar to "zooming in" or "zooming out" mode, then it is an approximate proportional scaling of the length and magnitude to the given mode. For instance, the trend of the stock price change with different time durations could be similar, but this cannot be found with the general equal length pattern queries method. Another case is that in an enlarged similar model, there are some small "vibrating" intervals, and they do not affect the overall trends. In this case, we should focus on the main trend and ignore these small intervals.
An important feature of time series is the changes of growing or declining sequence rate. If the growth or decline rate becomes bigger, it indicates the sequence morphological changes tend to increase; if the growth rate becomes smaller, it indicates that the sequence curves tend to be flat and its morphological changes start to decrease. Hence, these turning points can be found through the changes of line segment slopes.
In the [24] literature, according to the changes of slope, the authors described the shape characteristics of time series as a collection of seven variables {declining rapidly, keeping down, declining slowly, horizontal, rising slowly, keeping rising, rising rapidly}, and they were denoted as M = {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3} corresponding to the above-described mode. The specific numbers was shown in Table 2 . This method could reflect the degree of dynamic changing trends. However, in literature [23] , the authors used the time series which was completely represented by this model, and this method led to the problem that time series was not sensitive to its stretching. It can be seen clearly in Fig. 2 , where the representation modes of these two time series would be identical (calculated by Table 2 ).
Based on the above cases, this paper combined the representation method of "shape mode" with the tilt angle of time-series. Meanwhile, we extracted various segments of its tilt angle and the shape mode as the segment feature representation from time series which was calculated by PAA_ERR calculation method. The inclination angle had a clear physical meaning, which could reflect the local changing trend of time series, and it reduced much calculation. The value of shape mode could show the trends of time series during a period of time. The combination of "shape mode" and the tilt angle reflected the extent of dynamic changing trends more effectively.
We assume that A [m × n] is a multivariate time series of m-variable n-sections after being segmented, the deformation intensity of each segment is denoted as T i (i = 1, 2,…,n), T i = max(y i ) -min(y i ) representing the different value between the maximum sample value of each segment and the minimum sample value.
X n j¼1 T j represents the sum of all deformation strength in a variable. Then, the weight of each shape mode segment can be represented by the following formula:
Where K (i, j) represents the slope of the j-th variable of the i-th segment.
Then multivariate time-series A m*n can be denoted as: 
Which α represents the inclination angle of each segment, ℑ is the weight of segmented form, p is the value of segmented shape pattern. And in each variable, the sum weight of the shape characteristics is 1.
The similarity matching of SA_DTW method
Suppose the shape characteristics representation of two time series A, A`can be expressed as follows:
¼ a 1 ; a 2 ; ⋯; a n ½ ð7Þ
Where a i , a i`( i = 1, 2, …, n) are the column vector of the two time series A, A`. From definition 4, the shape characteristics distance of A, A`is defined as follows:
And the base distance is defined as follows:
Where, q takes 10 % of the time series' length. In the k-th variable, λ k , β k indicate difference between shape mode and the tilt angle weight values, and
Result and analysis
The experiments were performed on Intel (R) Core (TM) i7 CPU, with 2.98 GB memory. The operation system is Windows 7 Ultimate, and the software was MATLAB7.11.0. We tested our implementation with two data sets from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/: Vicon Physical Action Data Set (VPA) and EEG. The VPA data set was collected from seven male and three female, which reflected human action in both normal conditions and violent scenes; while the EEG data set came from the populations of two distinct: Alcoholic Subjects and Control Subjects. This paper contained two experiments: PAA_ERR and SA_DTW. The PAA_ERR method divided the multivariate time series into several segments, taking compression ratio of multivariate timeseries as the main indicator to compare, while SA_DTW method compared time complexity and accuracy of similarity in the algorithm.
PAA_ERR method
For the above two data sets, PAA_ERR algorithm could maintain the original features of multivariate time series and greatly reduced the amount of data. For example, Fig. 3 showed the waveform of the Headering data by using PAA_ERR algorithm. Since PAA_ERR is based on PAA algorithm, for the compression algorithm of time series, we chose PAA algorithm as control. In Table 3 , initSegNum represented the number of initial segments after PAA_ERR algorithm, and finalSegNum indicated the number of final segments. PAA_ERR used the initial segmentation generated by using PAA, and then, further processed the time series by using fitting error. Therefore, in Table 3 , the initSegNum' value and finalSegNum' value for the PAA were always equal. The maxSegErr represented the largest fitting error after the segmentation. According to previous algorithm, we knew that fitting error of each segment divided from PAA_ERR algorithm was smaller than the threshold; hence the maxSegErr value was basically equal. The timeSeqErr represented the overall fitting error value of the time series which is the sum of all fitting error value of all segments and variables. Compression ratio is the ratio of the number of time series segments calculated by PAA_ERR algorithm to the length of the original time series.
(1)As can be seen from the above table, multivariate time series calculated by PAA_ERR algorithm could guarantee that every fitting error was far smaller than the PAA algorithm, and the overall fitting error of the time series was also significantly smaller than the PAA direct segments. More importantly, the PAA_ERR algorithm could guarantee small fitting error. It also enabled time series compression rate to reach 90 % and above. So it indicated that PAA_ERR algorithm in multivariate time series piecewise linear representation could get better results by reducing the fitting error. (2) Figure 3 showed the direct effect from PAA_ERR calculation for the first three-variable data of Headering data when the fitting error threshold was 0.01.
The horizontal axis was a time axis, and the vertical axis was the recorded values after standardization. Blue lines were the original time series and the red ones were the time series after processing algorithms.
Through the above experiment, when the error threshold was set to 0.05, the compression ratio of the original time series could reach 90 %, and the algorithm could effectively preserve the local characteristics and the overall shape trends of the original sequence under the premise of ensuring high compression ratio. Fig. 3 The three-variable data of headering's fitting renderings PAA_ERR method used the overall fitting error for the final segment. For those time series of small time span but large sequence trend changes, time segment calculated by PAA_ERR would get very close to the original sequence, and resulted in poor final segment results. Therefore, in the next experiment, we also used a time series with smaller trend change sequence as a test object.
SA_DTW method
In the experiment, we adopted multivariate time series, Australian Sign Language signs (High Quality) dataset provided by UCI public databases. It used a total of 22 attributes to depict the bending degrees of every finger in right and left hand. And the two hands were depicted with 11 attributes respectively, in which six attributes described the information of hand position and the other five variables used to describe the bending degrees of the thumb, forefinger, middle finger, ring finger and the little finger. The data set contained 95 categories (a category represented a gesture), each category had 27 groups of data, and the sampling rate was 0.01 s, namely each frame data was collected by every 0.01 s. In order to facilitate the comparison of our experiment, we used the TD method, which was also adopted by Li Zhengxin and others in their experiment, as the object of experimental comparison. The entire experiment could be divided into two steps.
Step 1: to choose one sequence randomly from the experiment data set as an input instance.
Step 2: for the chosen one and remaining sequences, using TD method and SA_DTW method to implement the distance calculation. Then, select the closest one, five, or ten sequences, record the sequence numbers different from the input instance of different categories, and then use the 4 to 7 formula to calculate its accuracy. Repeating the experiment was repeated for 50 times to calculate its accuracy.
As was shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, when the weight of slope angle was changed, the accuracy of TD method and SA_DTW method would be also changed. In the diagram, when the slope angle weight value was 0, the weight of TD method's time span and SA_DTW's shape mode value were 1 respectively, the accuracy of TD method decreased to 20 %, while SA_DTW still had high accuracy. It indicated that the shape weight we proposed in this paper was more suitable for the representation of multivariate time series model. It also can be seen through Table 4 that 
Conclusion
This paper presented a new method of similarity search: SA_DTW. It adopted shape mode and tilt angle to represent the feature of each segment. SA_DTW carried out a whole segment on all variables, and reflected the correlation among various variables to some extent. In addition, it supported time series' stretching and bending on the time line. Through the experiments we could see SA_DTW could effectively reduce the time complexity compared with the DTW method. The method that combined shape feature and tilt angle could greatly improve the accuracy of similarity matching.
